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	Bioactive Compounds from Marine Extremophiles (SpringerBriefs in Microbiology), 9783319143606 (3319143603), Springer, 2015

	â€‹This SpringerBrief sheds new light on bioactive materials from marine extremophiles. It deals with all aspects of the chemical compounds produced by organisms living under extreme conditions that may have potential as drugs or lead to novel drugs for human use.
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ITIL V3 Release, Control and Validation (RCV) Full Certification Online Learning and Study Book CourseEmereo Pty Ltd, 2009
Who Knew ITIL Certification E-Learning This Quick and Easy Could Make You Look This Good.

'The Art of Service has dramatically changed the way we deliver employee training. We can now deliver more training at less cost to a wider audience in a shorter period of time.'

On-demand eLearning: Don't pay over $ 3,000.00 for a 5 day...


		

Mobile HTML5O'Reilly, 2013

	
		Build kickass websites and applications for all mobile (and non-mobile) platforms by adding HTML5 and CSS3 to your web development toolkit. With this hands-on book, you’ll learn how to develop web apps that not only work on iOS, Android, Blackberry, and Windows Phone, but also perform well and provide good user experience.
...


		

Cosmos DB for MongoDB Developers: Migrating to Azure Cosmos DB and Using the MongoDB APIApress, 2018

	
		
			
				
					Learn Azure Cosmos DB and its MongoDB API with hands-on samples and advanced features such as the multi-homing API, geo-replication, custom indexing, TTL, request units (RU), consistency levels, partitioning, and much more. Each chapter explains Azure Cosmos DB’s features and functionalities by...








	

Foundation ASP for Dreamweaver 8Friends of Ed, 2006
Do you want to learn about Microsoft's ASP and use it via Dreamweaver 8 to add the power of a database to your website? Use dynamic web forms to exchange data between you and your users? Build complete web applications? This book shows you how to do all that and more. 
 
 Dreamweaver 8 takes a lot of the hard work out of performing tasks...

		

Fundamentals of Sensor Network Programming: Applications and TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Sensor processing is a central and an important problem in aerospace/defense, automation,
	medical imaging, and robotics, to name only a few areas. A surveillance
	system used in aerospace and defense is an example of a sensor processing system.
	It uses devices such as infrared sensors, microwave radars, and laser radars that are...


		

Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green: Winning Strategies to Improve Your Profits and Your PlanetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The latest tips on green marketing and sustainable business strategies Forget greed; green is good. Today's cutting-edge businesses understand that making the world a better place can also be a great way to make money-in fact, it's an essential aspect of a sustainable business model. Guerrilla Marketing Goes Green gives the tools to...
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